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B r u n d i B á r
Hans Krása’s children’s opera originally  
performed in Theresienstadt with special guest

ela WeissBerger 
Original cast member, survivor of  Theresienstadt

Y O M  H a s H O a H  2 0 0 8
s O n g s  O f  r e M e M B r a n c e ,  H O p e  &  p e a c e

Va n c o u V e r
H o l o c a u s t 
e d u c at i o n  c e n t r e

7:30 pM | WednesdaY april 30, 2008
cHan centre fOr tHe perfOrMing arts 
6265 crescent rOad, uBc

vancouver holocaust centre society &
simon wiesenthal center for holocaust studies

Proudly invite you to attend  
the vancouver Premiere of

Presents the life and legacy of Simon Wiesenthal, 

the famed nazi hunter and humanitarian who 

died in 2005. features interviews with longtime 

Wiesenthal associates and government leaders from 

around the world. Produced by rabbi marvin 

hier. narrated by nicole Kidman.

SAVE THE DATE
Sunday June 22, 2008 | 2:15 pm
norman rothStein theatre
JccGv 950 West 41st avenue

Va n c o u V e r
H o l o c a u s t 
e d u c at i o n  c e n t r e

SIMON WIESENTHAL CENTER
FRIENDS OF

 FOR HOLOCAUST STUDIES

An evening of special music and performances commemorating  
the Holocaust with children’s choirs from across Metro Vancouver

artistic directiOn

nancy hermiston, Paula rosen & richard epp

presented BY

vancouver holocaust education centre &
university of British columbia children’s opera ensemble

tickets
$18 – general admission 
$12 - students, seniors & parents of choristers

vhec 604-264-0499 
ticketmaster 604-280-3311, www.ticketmaster.ca  
chan centre Box office (noon-5pm, mon-Sat)

free parking
rose Garden Parkade, 6278 nW marine drive
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fact that the original score had been lost, and that only the 
piano score was available, the opera premiered on September 
23, 1943 and was such a resounding success that it would play 
for 55 consecutive shows. 

Brundibár tells the story of Pepicek and his sister aninka, 
two children trying to raise money to buy milk for their 

ailing mother. the pair, with 
the help of some friendly 
anthropomorphic animals 
(a cat, dog and sparrow), are 
forced to confront the evil 
organ-grinder Brundibár 
– a character with obvious 
allusions to hitler – to insist 
that they have the same right 
to sing their songs in the street, 
as he has to play his tunes. the 
opera demonstrates the simple 
and pertinent moral, that 
oppression can be defeated, if 
only people have the courage 
to fight it. the story of 
triumph of “good over evil” 
was understandably appealing 
and inspiring to those interned 
in theresienstadt. 

after liberation the score was 
rescued from the abandoned 
camp, but it would take until 
1965 for it to be produced 
again. in recent years, there 
has been a resurgence of 
interest in the opera and the 
fate of the children who gave 
it expression. Brundibár has 
returned to the stage, and has 
been produced in england, 
israel, canada, the united 
States, and significantly, in 
Germany and austria. 

vancouver’s own performance of this historic opera will be 
presented by the children’s opera ensemble of the university 
of British columbia and the vancouver holocaust education 
centre at 7:30 pm, Wednesday april 30th 2008, at the Chan 
Centre for the performing arts.  this evening will mark yom 
haShoah (holocaust remembrance day) and include a candle 
lighting ceremony and a program of city-wide children’s choirs 
singing Songs of Remembrance, Hope & Peace.

the story of theresienstadt is not one of triumph. it was this 
town, a small czech garrison formerly known as terezin, that the 
nazis chose as a centrepiece for their program of global deception. 
the nazis’ most fundamental lie, that the Jews of europe would 
be treated well, and would simply be “resettled” in the east, 
needed bolstering. thus terezin was developed as a “model” 
ghetto, one that would appear liveable and humanitarian, 
and one that would satisfy red 
cross inspectors. the nazis 
billed theresienstadt as a “spa” 
town for elderly Jews.

the truth, of course, was far 
from this fanciful depiction. 
theresienstadt the transit camp 
saw 140,000 Jews forcibly 
confined, for the most part in 
the typically horrid conditions 
infamously implemented by 
the nazis elsewhere. of those 
140,000 men, women and 
children, about 33,000 died in 
theresienstadt itself. another 
90,000 were deported further 
east to places with dead-end  
train tracks – places like 
majdanek, treblinka, and 
auschwitz. of the approximately 
15,000 Jewish children to pass 
through theresienstadt, about 
100 would survive the war. 

however, as with the larger story 
of the holocaust itself, despite 
the incomprehensible horrors 
suffered by so many, stories of 
small triumphs – of small joys 
even – sometimes rise from the 
ashes. one such story is that of 
Brundibár, the children’s opera 
performed in theresienstadt. 
the opera Brundibár was 
written by 40-year-old czech, 
hans Krása and his colleague adolf hoffmeister, in 1938, for 
a state-sponsored competition.  although the competition was 
never held, due to increasing political turmoil in the country, 
the opera would have a second chance in a most unlikely place. 
after Krása, along with some of his musical colleagues, and 
children from the hagibor Jewish orphanage were deported 
to theresienstadt, the group came together to produce and 
perform the opera there – behind the stone walls. despite the 

BrundiBár: a dream of Victory oVer t yranny
by AdrIAn myers

Poster for Hans Krása’s children’s opera, Brundibár

“He who loves justice and will abide 
by it, and who is not afraid, is our 

friend and can play with us.” 
– ConCludIng lyrICs
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BeHind tHe scenes
by PAulA rosen

Brundibár tells the tale of Pepicek and aninka, a brother and 
sister, who set out to buy milk for their sick mother.  they 
are thwarted by Brundibár, an evil organ grinder, whose 
loud music mesmerizes the adults of the village and renders 
fruitless the children’s own attempts at busking.  When a cat, 

a dog and a sparrow come to Pepicek and aninka’s aid, they 
enlist all the children in the village to join forces against 
Brundibár.  the children triumph in the end, and the tyrant’s 
cacophony is drowned out by the sound of their voices 
joined together in song.

Brundibár, on the surface, appears to be a simple story couched 
in a benign children’s opera.  however, when one considers 
the political climate in which czech composer hans Krása 
wrote the work in 1943, as well as the places children 
performed it in – initially at an orphanage, and then at terezín 
concentration camp - Brundibár emerges as a many-layered 
parable of protest.  

filmed footage of Brundibár performances was used by the 
nazis to create the illusion that the concentration camps were 
idyllic communities where the arts flourished.  this is ironic on 
many levels, but perhaps principally because the true identity 
of the villain Brundibár, with his small, black moustache, is 

unmistakable.  in a play being performed by starving, imprisoned 
and often orphaned children living in captivity, many images in 
the libretto of Brundibár are heartbreakingly poignant:  yearning 
for roasted goose, longing to fly away like the pilots in planes, 
reminiscing about a mother’s lullaby.  But Brundibár also carried 

a strong message of hope.  indeed, to its cast members, the 
opera was critical for survival.  in a figurative sense, singing 
Krása’s joyous music was life affirming, and the rehearsal process 
gave the children a sense of purpose.  each promise of another 
performance, in a very literal sense, prolonged their lives. 

a final victory march in Brundibár celebrates the triumph of 
the underdog.  it carries the message that, though individuals 
may not be strong, there is strength in numbers.  the children 
in the story overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles by 
standing together.  the opera ends with one last point:  singing 
a cheerful song can be a powerful instrument of change.

By continuing to sing their song over sixty years later, we hope 
to preserve the memory of the courageous children who first 
performed Brundibár.  We remember the spirit with which they 
struggled against injustice and tried, ever so subtly through their 
art, to strike back.

“It carries the message that, though individuals may not be strong,  
there is strength in numbers.”
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lillian’s story was really touching, and i feel greatly 
privileged to have met a Holocaust survivor and to 
have heard her talk about her experience during World 
War two. Her presentation taught me lots more about 
the Holocaust, and it helped me to understand it more.   

– HenyA rosen

Before starting Brundibár i already knew a bit about 
the history of the opera and quite a lot on the Holocaust.  
However, hearing lillian Boraks nemetz story about her life 
during the Holocaust made Brundibár a lot more meaningful.  
as she was speaking i imagined how much this opera must 
have meant to the children who were performing it. Brundibár 
must have given all of the people participating and watching 
it hope and enjoyment in a time where they hardly had any.  
it is all very well to read 
about the troubles the 
Jewish people faced, 
but hearing lillian 
Boraks nemetz speak 
was very touching and 
i will never forget it.  

– JoHAnnA steyn

i find that getting 
told about the 
Holocaust has given 
the Opera a whole 
new meaning for me.  

– JAson KlIem

“it was very interesting 
to listen to someone who 
had to go through it all.  
You learn a lot more 
from someone who has actually gone through all the things 
that you learned in a textbook.  i feel very lucky to have such a 
great childhood.  Her childhood was nothing short of horrible.”  

– AlexAnder tooPe

“i found lillian’s story very inspiring. it’s hard to believe 
the Holocaust could have ever happened. i’m thankful 
to lillian for sharing her story and memories with us.”  

– olIver PHIlIPP

A b o u t  t H e  u b C  C H I l d r e n ’ s  o P e r A  e n s e m b l e

nancy hermiston and i, who both enjoy opera, musical theatre, 
and working with children, have been conspiring to collaborate 
creatively since we first met last year.  in a city that offers children 
a very rich choral life, as well as numerous outlets for participation 
in dance, drama, and musical theatre, we felt an opera ensemble for 
youth was a niche that was not yet filled. By having the ensemble 
centred at uBc, we hope to bring the university to vancouver, 
and to bring the larger vancouver community to uBc.

Because of its great historical significance, we thought 
Brundibár would be a good inaugural production for the newly 
established uBc children’s opera ensemble.  in addition to 
staging Brundibár, nancy and i also wanted to celebrate more 
broadly the healing power that comes from hearing children’s 
voices.  to this end, we have invited youth choirs from 
vancouver and the lower mainland to join us at the chan 
centre for the Performing arts to sing music from around the 
world, highlighting music from countries where children have 
been or continue to be caught in conflict.  musical styles will 
be varied to communicate a wide spectrum of themes from 
protest and struggle to tolerance, hope and peace.

nancy and i feel very fortunate and grateful to have been 
able to work with the vancouver holocaust education centre 
on this project. it seemed like such a natural fit for both 
our organizations. frieda miller, the executive director at 
the centre has long dreamed of seeing this important work 
performed in vancouver. the centre has been invaluable in 
helping us to prepare for this evening.  as part of the rehearsal 
process, lillian Boraks nemetz, a child survivor of the holocaust 
visited the cast, and shared her testimonial about her childhood 
experiences in the Warsaw ghetto.  the children were very 
moved by the visit, and having that historical perspective 
will no doubt give their current theatrical experience much 
more meaning.  the vhec has also made it possible for ela 
Weissberger, an original cast member, to come to vancouver 
and join the cast on the stage of the chan on april 30th, which 
promises to be a very stirring moment for all. this production 
has added significance in that it will be performed to mark 
yom haShoah (holocaust remembrance day) 2008.

Paula Rosen Nancy Hermiston and Richard Epp form the 
Artistic Direction for the UBC Children’s  Opera Ensemble

Left Image: The UBC Children’s Opera Ensemble cast of Brundibar. First row - left to right: Emma Miller, Kianna Wong, Lindsay Britten, Henya Rosen, Aidan Chan, Tamar 
Simon, Rachel Koffman, Robin Eder-Warren, Alexander Toope. Second Row - left to right: Rachel Harrison, Olivia Chan, Johanna Steyn, Colin Jones, Spencer Britten, Olivia 
Kurth, Oliver Philipp, Ellis Mingie, Kevin Asperin, Noah Roy Hess, Jason Kliem  Right Image: Lillian Boraks Nemetz, child survivor with the cast.
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ela Weissberger’s comfortable and normal life came to an abrupt end when the 
G e r m a n s invaded czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland in autumn of 1938. her family 

left for the relative safety of Prague, but her father was soon 
arrested by the Gestapo and never seen again. ela was 

11 years old when she was deported to theresienstadt, 
the nazis’ “model ghetto” where she was recruited 
as a cast member in the original production of the 
children’s opera Brundibár. She did not miss a single 
performance, playing the role of “the cat” in all 55 
showings of the production. 

ela was liberated from theresienstadt in may of 
1945 – one of only four members of her family 

to survive. ela lives in tappan, new york, but 
travels worldwide speaking to students and attending 

performances of Brundibár. ela Weissberger will be a 
special guest at the vancouver production of Brundibár where 

she will join the cast in their final victory chorus. 

tHe BrundiBár cat -  ela WeissBerger
An IntervIew wItH AdrIAn myers

Above: Ela at age 6 in 1935
Left: Ela as “the cat”,  during a production 
of Brundibár in Theresienstadt 

HoW did you get inVolVed WitH BrundiBár in 
tHeresienstadt?  

there were a lot of children in theresienstadt. raphael Schecter, 
the czech music conductor, who managed to get permission 
from the nazis to perform this opera asked children with nice 
voices to audition. from the children’s home, a small group of 
us were sent to the attic of the “dresden” barrack to audition, 
where i sang a few “tra la las”. When i was finished i was told 
that i would be the cat, a role that i was to sing 55 times.

WHat Was tHe response to BrundiBár on 
opening nigHt? 

opening night was September 23, 1943. it was very exciting. 
only 100 people were allowed into the hall for the opening. We 
were scared at first but we were in the right mood to sing. the 
applause was tremendous, encouraging us to repeat the finale of 
the Victory song.

tell me aBout tHe Visit By tHe red cross 
delegation. 

We felt very strongly when we heard the red cross was coming. 
the town was beautified, but as part of the beautification the 
nazis also started to send thousands of people to auschwitz, 
including children. the commander of the camp, Karl rahm, 
invited prestigious people from Berlin to attend the performance, 
including adolf eichmann. that performance of Brundibár was 
later used in the propaganda film, Hitler Gives the Jews a City.

HoW did you feel WHen you Heard tHat 
BrundiBár Would Be played again after tHe War? 

the first performance after the war was in 1965 on czech 
television. i was already in america, but i got pictures of 
the performance from my cousin Walter. i contacted rudy 
freudenfeld, the Jewish orphanage director who had smuggled 
the piano score into thereisenstadt and we exchanged letters. 
i still have one of his letters in which he wrote “Brundibár was 
our life at that time and we will never forget it in our lifetime”. 
that is how we felt.

WHy Was BrundiBár important to you? 

the story of the opera was not as important as the fact that the 
performance drew us all together as friends, and by performing 
together we developed a very special friendship. With the 
transports going to the concentration camps in the east, more 
and more, we thought: “what is happening to our friends?” 
in 1944 the last performance of Brundibár brought sadness to 
everybody. from the 15,000 children who had come through 
theresienstadt, there were only a hundred of us left.

WHy did you decide to come to VancouVer to 
join tHe cHildren in tHis production?

the fight against evil is not over and children are always among 
the victims. in our eyes, we children fought hitler through 
the character of Brundibár.  today’s children and teachers are a 
bridge, that can help us build a better future for everybody.
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it was a side trip. my wife marilyn and i were in Prague so 
i could attend the child Survivor conference in September 
1999. i had not planned to go to terezin but when told of the 
trip i felt compelled to join. after all, i had heard so many 
stories of terezin from survivors, from Sarah moskovitz whose 
subjects for her book “love despite hate” were primarily 
terezin children, and i had heard of the musicians of  terezin, 
of children’s houses, of red cross visits to this “model camp.” 
during the war, terezin was spruced up when the red cross 
visited so that the world could be told how well the Germans 
were taking care of the inmates of the concentration camps.

i was totally unprepared for what i saw. i had never thought 
about the physical structure of terezin. Was it a camp with 
barracks surrounded by barbed wire and watchtowers, like so 
many others? not at all. it was a town, a small city of stone 
houses, streets and shops, of neighbourhoods. its population 
in 1991 was 1,875 persons. it had served as a fortress and in 
its “normal” pre-war days held 7000 civilians and soldiers. it 
was a garrison town.

then the Germans expelled all the citizens of terezin and 
in 1942, filled it with 50,000 Jews. deportations brought 
140,000 Jews in total. Between 1942 and 1945, 87,000 Jews 
were deported  from terezin to minsk, riga, treblinka and 
auschwitz. fewer than 4,000 of those who passed through 
terezin, survived. in this transit station to death, 35,000 

“temporary” inmates also died of stress, starvation and disease.

in terezin i walked with friends. We walked mostly in 
silence. the “kleine festung” (little fortress) had held 32,000  
prisoners most of whom were deported. 
about 2,500 had been murdered there. 
my imagination ran wild. those grey, 
empty, silent concrete rooms had 
been packed with people awaiting 
death although death may have been 
a relief for those imprisoned in the 
chambers of torture.

Because of the presence of children in 
the prisoner population, adults tried 
valiantly to teach them and entertain 
them. one of these children who 
lived in vancouver, the late Kurt loebl, 
told me how he had been given a Bar 
mitzvah in terezin. Kurt was prized 
amongst the children for he was so 
slender he could squeeze through the 

smallest cracks, even into the kitchen, and forage for food. in 
terezin he was a young hero. 

Before the war, an opera for children was composed by hans 
Krása and adolf hoffmeister. it was called Brundibár and was 
performed 55 times with the first performance on September 
23, 1943 in the magdeburg barracks. the performances 
required rudolf freundfeld and rafael Schäcter to rehearse 
with constantly changing performers, as the cast members were 
continuously being deported.

the scenery was designed by frantisék Zelenka, who had 
been the architect of the national theatre of Prague. yes. 
there was a great deal of Jewish talent in terezin, the cream of 
czechoslovakia’s crop of Jewish composers, musicians, actors 
and writers were there – briefly. 

in 2006 i was invited to speak at the yom hashoah 
commemoration in tulsa, oklahoma. Perhaps 800 – 1000 
people were gathered, a largely non-Jewish audience. 

the program that night had two components. i spoke about 
the life journeys of child holocaust survivors, their sufferings 
and their resilience. then a tulsa children’s choir offered 
excerpts from Brundibár. as if that was not enough to move 
the audience, a child survivor of  terezin, ela Weissberger went 
on stage and joined the chorus reprising the role she had filled 
as a little girl in terezin. 

the music and echoes of terezin filled that tulsa auditorium 
over 60 years later. it was astonishing.  

terezin memories 
by dr. robert Krell

Artwork by Ela (Steinova) Weissberger 
drawn in Theresienstadt 1944
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Brundibár: this exotic-sounding name is familiar to many 
Jews as the czech opera that was performed by children in 
the concentration camp terezin. What many people may not 
realize though, is that Brundibár was also published by harper 
collins as a children’s book in 2003. retold by playwright 
tony Kushner and illustrated in full colour by maurice Sendak, 
Brundibár is a mix of folk story, politics, music and rhyme, 
which Sendak pronounced as his “crowning achievement, (his) 
last great collaboration”.

the story is simple; 
the images are not. 
Pepicek and aninku 
must find milk for their 
ailing mother. But how 
can two impoverished 
children find the means 
to pay for the milk 
when they have nothing 
to sell? they walk to 
town where they earn 
money by singing to 
the townspeople until 
Brundibár (a czech word 
meaning bumblebee), 
the bullying organ 
grinder, chases them 
away. the two children 
gather the help of three 
talking animals, three 
hundred school children 
and eventually the whole town, and ultimately get the milk 
that they so desperately need for their mother.

Written in 1938 by hans Krasa (score) and adolf hoffmeister 
(text), Brundibár was performed first in an orphanage in 
Prague. When Krasa, along with tens of thousands of other 
Jews, was sent to terezin, he re-wrote the opera to reinforce 
the message of resistance against oppressors. he taught the 
children the roles, and in total, fifty-five productions were 
performed between 1942 and 1945. Krasa was murdered in 
auschwitz in 1944.

Kushner’s language is exuberant and dramatic, but his rhymes 
and rhythms do not always jibe. if at times the energy in his 
choice of words feels forced and mannered, perhaps it is because 
he is attempting to stay as close as he can to the original style 

and phrasing of the opera. most certainly, watching a live 
opera conveys a deeper experience than simply reading the 
script, even one as lavishly illustrated as this edition.  

readers who know maurice Sendak’s art (the Jewish american 
award-winning children’s author-illustrator is beloved by 
millions for Where the Wild Things Are as well as for many 
other books and stage sets for opera and ballet) will be moved 

by the illustrations. 
Sendak is masterful 
in depicting children 
with full expression 
and emotion. the old 
Prague he creates in his 
water colours is beautiful 
and haunting, especially 
on the page where he 
has painted the majestic 
buildings of the medieval 
synagogue, town hall 
and orthodox church. 
But at a closer look, the 
images are suffused with 
ominous references to 
the nazis’ campaign 
against the Jews: the cloth 
yellow star sewn on a 
gentleman’s coat; Jewish 
tombstones in ruins; a 
brown-suited policeman 
brandishing a nightstick; 

an evil-looking Brundibár with a hitler like moustache; the 
impoverished ghetto; arbeit macht frei (Work will make you 
free) signage at the entrance to terezin; and perhaps, most 
poignant of all, children being carried away by blackbirds 
while their parents weep.

But where the book disappoints is in the minimal amount 
of explanatory text for the potentially unaware reader of the 
tragic circumstances under which this opera was performed.  
one short paragraph of explanation on the flyleaf of the 
cover is simply not enough of a context for young people 
to understand the bravery and tragedy of the children’s 
experiences during this darkest period of the 20th century.

Phyllis Simon is a co-owner of Vancouver Kidsbooks, which 
has generously donated the book to the VHEC library.

BrundiBár 
wrItten by tony KusHner & IllustrAted by mAurICe sendAK 
revIewed by PHyllIs sImon

“The story is simple; the images are not.” 
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4:30 pM | sundaY april 6 
Oakridge tHeatre

Sven, a German conscientious objector, is sent to the 
Polish city Oswiecim “Aushwitz” where he is due to 
complete his civil service abroad at the International 
Youth Meeting Center. Sven is assigned to look after 
Krzeminski, a former concentration camp prisoner.

Sponsored by  
tHe VancouVer Holocaust education centre

JANUSZ KORCZAK 
ASSOCIATION OF CANADA 
invites you to attend their  
annual General meeting

My LIFE AND My BOOKS  
IN THE SHADOW OF THE HOLOCAUST
Keynote Speaker miriam akavia 
Holocaust survivor & acclaimed Israeli author

5 pM | sundaY april 13, 2008
Vancouver Holocaust education Centre

Y O M  H a s H O a H
ceMeterY serVice

SUNDAy, MAy 4, 2008
12 nOOn

scHara tzedeck ceMeterY
2345 SW marine drive, new Westminster

ana pOliCzer 
2nd Generation Speaker

CandleligHTing 
in memory of the six million who perished

V J f f  H O l O c a u s t  f i l M s

frOM Hell tO paradise Or cHOpin saVed Me
HOlOcaust tOurist
kz
Hanuskza
gerMan lullaBY
a lOVe tO Hide
WaVes Of freedOM
saVed BY depOrtatiOn

fOr MOre infOrMatiOn Visit WWW.VJff.Org

Va n c o u V e r
H o l o c a u s t 
e d u c at i o n  c e n t r e

nOtice Of tHe  
2008 annual general Meeting 

7:30 Pm | wednesdAy June 11, 2008
Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre
recePtion to folloW
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Sid levitt, Get Well. mark, Gerri, 
dana, david & rachel london

marion cassirer, Speedy recovery. 
louise & ike Stein Sorensen, vhec 
Board & Staff

Katerina  chernyavskaya, Speedy 
recovery. Gloria Waisman & Gerri 
london 

mr & mrs W davis, Get better fast. 
lana & mendy landa

nancy Goldberg, refuah Sh’lemah. 
rome & hymie fox & family

mr. & mrs. martin hector,  
Wishing you both good health.  
Jody & harvey dales

mark london, Speedy recovery. 
Gloria & robbie Waisman

Peter & cornelia oberlander,  
Speedy recovery. inge manes

Susan harris, thinking of you. 
hymie & rome fox

Peter Parker, full and speedy 
recovery. vhec Board & Staff

Shana Seskin, thinking of you.  
les & Karen cohen 

Barb Silber, refuah Sh’lemah.  
vhec  Board & Staff

iackov Sitchine, Speedy recovery. 
Gloria Waisman & Gerri london

virginia Slayton, full and speedy 
recovery. vhec Board & Staff

Bronia Sonnenschein, thinking of 
you.  vhec Board & Staff

Judith Wolfman, Get Well.  
Jody & harvey dales 

mazel  toV
mark Weintraub, happy Birthday. 
rita & marvin Weintraub

Ben akselrod, happy Birthday. 
denise & rachelle cohen

eugene & Selma albersheim,  
happy chanuka! Susan albersheim, 
Steve, Benjamin & ami Barer

Benji alhadeff, happy Birthday. rosa 
ferera, lisette, michael, nora & lew 

danielle ames, in honour of your 
engagement. vhec Board & Staff 

Sheila Barkusky, happy Birthday. 
david & Sidi Schaffer 

leon Bogner, on your 65th Birthday. 
marilyn moss & Sam hanson

Beth Bogner, happy Birthday.  
linda Wener & marla Groberman 

Karen & les cohen, on  Brayden’s  
Bar mitzvah.  darrel, Shana, Brad & 
dean Seskin

Shirley cohn, Special Birthday.  
Ben & rita akselrod

Jerry & roslyn convoy, happy 48th 
anniversary. Shirley & Jerry Kushner

Jody dales, on receiving the 
national young leadership award of 
excellence.  vhec Board & Staff 

Jody dales, on your ‘Presidency’. 
Sheryl davis-Kahn & Saul Kahn

mariette doduck, on your grandson 
adam’s Bar mitzvah. Barrie & ellen 
yackness

marion eisman, happy Birthday. 
rowena & Josh Kleinman, Joel & 
linda Wener 

mary epstein, on your special 
Birthday. victor, Judy, caroline & 
Sharon Stern

izzy fraeme, on your 90th Birthday. 
art, Sam & al Szajman, Jody & 
harvey dales, Sheryl davis-Kahn & 
Saul Kahn, Gloria Waisman & Gerri 
london & the drop-in, robert 
& marilyn Krell & family, amalia 
Boe-fishman & family,  Jan, carol, 
Sophie & lev fishman, henry & 
Julie Gutovich & family, esther 
Brandt, elizabeth Stern, mark & 
Gerri london, mary Knopp, esther 
caldes & lisa, inge manes, harold & 
Bella Silverman, rachel Wosk, lili & 
ignac folk, rose & Ben folk, Sarah 
mandelbaum, Gloria & robbie 
Waisman, Stan & Seda Korsch, Sally 
Zimmerman, Bernice neuwirth, 
dov dimant, frieda & Goldie miller 
& danny Shapiro, rose lewin, 
eddy & debby lewin & family, les 
& Karen cohen & family, vhec 
Board & Staff

arnold Golumbia, happy Special 
Birthday. robbie & Gloria Waisman

dr. frieda Granot, congratulations on 
being named a member of the order 
of canada. robert & marilyn Krell 

Walter Gumprich, in honour of your 
Birthday. Susan albersheim, Steven, 
Benjamin & ami Barer, eugene & 
Selma albersheim   

lottie Gurvis,  on your Bat mitzvah. 
aron & neri tischler & family 

mrs. Barbara hailperin, happy 80th 
Birthday. mendy & lana landa

Paul heller, in honour of your 96th 
Birthday. Kitty heller & irene

marilyn Krell, happy Special 
Birthday. malcolm & Judy 
Weinstein, leon & Beth Bogner, 
Karly, Jonathan, isabella & carsyn,  
Shana & alan White, hymie & fay 
davis, rowena & Josh Kleinman, 
Birgit Westergaard & norman 
Gladstone, Beatrice & lew lewis, 
Phil & corinne yacht, linda & Joel 
Wener, charlotte Berman & danny 
Weinstein, Susan & Steve tick, ron, 
Barb, marnie & lewis Krell, arnie  
davis, ethel Kofsky

lucien & carol lieberman, on 
the birth of your Grandson, frieda 
miller & danny Shapiro, vhec 
Board & Staff

richard lowy, mazel tov. robbie & 
Gloria Waisman, harley, leslie, aunty 
cookie, darren & nicki  mackoff

danielle Schroeder, on your 
wedding.  vhec Board & Staff

elizabeth Stern, happy Birthday. izzy 
fraeme & leonore etkin

rev. marciano & Simone, on the 
arrival of your grandchild. izzy 
frame & leonore etkin

in honour of Peter oberlander. 
Wendy & uri oberlander

arnold Silber, on your 70th 
Birthday. vhec Board & Staff

leslie Spiro, happy Birthday. Sheila 
& izzy moskovitch, debbie, Stewart, 
Jamie, Sharon & irv & families, 
vhec Board & Staff

debbie & Kevin tobias, mazel tov. 
inge manes 

lisa Weinstein, happy 60th Birthday. 
linda & Joel Wener

linda Wener, happy Birthday.  
Beth Bogner

chaim Kornfeld, happy Birthday. 
mark & Susie Kierszenblat

WitH  sympatHy
in memory of  tachau, an extinct 
Jewish community in the czech 
republic. frank Kohner

in memory of our cousin, Peggy 
Berlosky, survivor of Plaszow and 
Bergen-Belsen. hymie & fay 
davis,  arnold, Sheryl davis-Kahn 
& Saul Kahn 

in memory of our mother & 
Grandmother, Sarah rozenberg-Warm, 
mark, Jacob, talia & nirit rozenberg 

Susan angel, in memory of your 
sister eva fogel. estarisa & ronald 
laye

Susan appelbaum, in memory of 
Gertrude Stone. evelyn Kahn, mark, 
hodie & Saul & families 

irene Blum, in memory of your 
mother, martha. irene n. Watts

mary Bulles, condolences on the 
passing of Joe. david feldman, art 
Szajman & Sons

mr. Boris chenkis & family, in 
memory of your Brother and uncle, 
michael. david & cathy Golden & 
family, neri & aron tischler, les & 
Karen cohen

arthur & rose chinkis, in memory 
of your son, michael. izzy fraeme 
& leonore etkin, Jocy lowy, david 
& cathy Golden, henry & Julie 
Gutovich, henia & Jack Perel  
& family 

Kathy Jones & family, condolences 
on the passing of your mother & 
Grandmother, ethel. mark, Jacob, 
talya & nirit rozenberg 

mel & Geri davis, in memory of 
your mother, dora davis. Jody 
& harvey dales, Sam hanson & 
marilyn moss, vhec Board & Staff

martin & debra davis, in memory 
of your mother, dora davis.  vhec 
Board & Staff

Shaby dayan & family, condolences 
on the passing of your father & 
Grandfather in israel. mark, Jacob, 
talya & nirit rozenberg 

epstein & Staniloff families, our 
sympathies on behalf of your Brother, 
father, uncle and husband. Gloria & 
robbie Waisman

Krell & davis families, on the loss 
of your dear mother, dora. rosa 
ferera 

hymie fox, condolences on the 
passing of your aunt. ed & debbie 
rozenberg & family

lois Stark, in memory of your 
husband. mark & Susie Kierszenblat, 
ida Kaplan

Jeff christensen, in memory of your 
Son, Jonah. vhec Board & Staff

harry Gelfant, on the loss of 
maxine. lili & izak folk, ida Kaplan

Stan Goldman, in memory of myra. 
debbie & ed rozenberg & family 

triBute cards
november 29, 2007 – mArCH 2, 2008
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in memory of our mother & 
Grandmother, Sarah rozenberg-
Warm. rome, hymie, aylee danya 
& aiden fox 

Beth & Joe Gubbay & family, on 
the loss of your father, father-in-
law & Grandfather. les & Karen 
cohen & family

Sylvia Gurstein & family, in 
memory of manny. izzy fraeme & 
leonore etkin, mark rozenberg 

Susie isman & family, on the loss 
of your father, father-in law & 
Grandfather. vera & danny Wollner, 
les & Karen cohen & family

lyle Kanee, in memory of  your 
uncle Pauly Bookhalter. mark, 
Jacob, talya & nirit rozenberg 

marilyn Krell & family, in memory 
of dora davis. marla Guralnick  
Josh, Jack & ella Pekarsky, mariette 
doduck, frieda miller & danny 
Shapiro, Birgit Westergaard & 
norman Gladstone, Jody & harvey 
dales, maurice & Bertha Schachter, 
Beatrice & lew lewis, helen & 
david mars, Ben & rita akselrod, 
Wendi & Barry vaisler, ida Kaplan, 
esther Blumes & family, Gloria & 
robbie Waisman, hymie & rome 
fox & family, Phil & corinne 
yacht, evelyn Kahn, Sam hanson 
& marilyn moss, lucien & carol 
lieberman, vhec Board & Staff,

roberta & hayden Kremer, on the 
loss of your nephew and cousin. Ben 
& rita akselrod, Gloria & robbie 
Waisman, Birgit Westergaard & 
norman Gladstone, ethel Kofsky, Jody 
& harvey dales, vhec Board & Staff

celia lerner, in memory of your 
Sister, molly. leslie Spiro

the family of leslie andrews, With 
sympathy. Bluma tischler, neri & 
aron tischler

Phil lewis & family, condolences 
on the passing of your mother 
& Grandmother, Brina. eddie 
& debbie rozenberg & family, 
hymie, rome, aylee, danya & 
aiden fox

charlotte & david lewis & family, 
in memory of your mother & 
Grandmother, Brina. hymie, rome, 
aylee, danya & aiden fox

mrs. Simone marciano, in memory 
of your mother. izzy fraeme 
& leonore etkin, Ben & rita 
akselrod, mark & Susie Kierszenblat

rev Joseph marciano & family, 
in memory of your Brother. Ben 
& rita akselrod, izzy fraeme 
& leonore etkin, mark & Susie 
Kierszenblat, des, Phillipa, aaron & 
eli friedland, Jack & Karen micner, 
debbie & ed rozenberg

ian merkel, on the loss of your 
father. Birgit Westergaard & 
norman Gladstone

mrs. Babe meyers, Sorry for your 
loss.  Jocy lowy, Bunny & rose

louis michelson, in memory of 
your father. anita Shafran & family

Susie & murray isman & family, 
on the loss of your father, father-
in-law & Grandfather, Karen & les 
cohen, danny & vera Wollner

family of ronald nacht, in 
memory of  ron. izzy fraeme  
& leonore etkin 

Peter oberlander, in memory of 
fritz oberlander.  Wendy oberlander

cantor yaacov orzech,  in memory 
of your father. izzy fraeme & 
leonore etkin, robbie & Gloria 
Waisman, Jody & harvey dales  

dorothy Pelzman, condolences 
on the loss of your Son. dan 
Sonnenschein

yvette Porte, on the loss of your 
husband, hershey. neri & aron  
tischler

mr. & mrs. ron rosenblat, in 
memory of your mother. Beth & 
leon  Bogner

Bill & larry ruskin, condolences 
on the passing of your mother, 
Sarah ruskin. mark rozenberg 

Bill ruskin, on the loss of your 
mother. eddie & debbie rozenberg

Ken Sanders & family, on the loss 
of your father, norm. Ben & rita 
akselrod, robert & marilyn Krell, 
neri & aron tischler, debbie & ed 
rozenberg & family, vhec Board 
& Staff

mrs. lily Shidlow, in memory of 
leon Schidlow z”l husband, father 
and Grandfather. evelyn, mark, 
hodie & Saul Kahn  and families 

mr. & mrs. Jim treliving & family, 
in memory of your mother. Jocy, 
richard, Gary & tammy lowy

cathi Zbarsky, in memory of  nani. 
michael Zbarsky & diana Watson 

tHank you
vhec Board & Staff, thank-you. 
Peter Parker

dr. & mrs. c. Gertler, thank-you 
lana & mendy landa

rabbi Stephen Berger, thank-you. 
Jody & harvey dales 

alex Buckman, thank-you for 
speaking at handsworth Secondary. 

alex Buckman, thank-you for 
speaking at rosedale middle 
School.

mariette doduck, thank-you for 
speaking at moscrop Secondary 
School

david ehrlich, thank-you, from 
the Students of r.m. Grauer 
elementary School.

Katie hughes, thank-you 
for speaking at Pitt meadows 
elementary School.

robbie Waisman, thank-you for 
speaking at aldergrove Secondary 
School.

robert & marilyn Krell, in 
appreciation. Sheila & Gary romalis

dr. robert Krell, thank-you.  
Sally rogow

Gerri london, thank-you. vhec 
Board & Staff

frieda miller, thank-you. Peter 
& cornelia oberlander, Wendy 
& uri, oberlander,  tim & 
Julie, ariel, talia & malka, Judy 
oberlander & mark Wexler 

claire Klein osipov, thank-you.  
vhec Board & Staff

rabbi nachi Paris,thank-you.  
Jody & harvey dales

Zev Shafran, thank-you. Sharon & 
irving Kates 

Wendy & ron Stuart, thank-you. 
vhec Board & Staff

linda tenenbaum, in appreciation. 
marilyn Goldstone 

Gloria Waisman, thank-you.  
vhec Board & Staff

Board of  d irectors
president: Jody dales

Vice president: ed lewin

treasurer: Philip levinson

secretary: marla Guralnick

past president: rita akselrod

directors
Beth Bogner 
alex Buckman 
mariette doduck 
norman Gladstone 
rochelle Golumbia 
alissa horii 
ethel Kofsky 
robert Krell 
lucien lieberman 
Jack micner 
Karen micner 
Stan taviss 
Wendi vaisler 
robbie Waisman

Board of goVernors
lorne cristall
Jill diamond
arthur dodek
John fraser
Kitty heller
art hister
mobina Jaffer
hodie Kahn
rick Kool
Grace mccarthy
Bernie Simpson
Judy thau
yosef Wosk

tHank you to  
our  Volunteers :
docents:
holly anderson, elena Banfield, 
Beth Bogner, michelle Brewer, Pam 
cyr, reva dexter, Bailee erikson, 
debby freiman, Phillipa friedland, 
s fuller, fran Grunberg, catherine 
Kolm, Joel Kolm, diana Kubicek, 
lucien lieberman, Paul richards, 
naomi rozenberg, Wendi vaisler, 
heather Wolfe

special projects & mailing: 
amalia Boe-fishman, lilias cameron, 
michele dore, aaron friedland, 
cathy Golden, lisa Kafka, marc 
Kalveri, mary Knopp, ethel Kofsky, 
elsa Korbin, Sasha Krieger, Shirley 
Kushner, Gerri london, Sharon 
meen, yvonne rosenberg, Stan taviss, 
Gloria Waisman, veronica Winkler, 
Jason Woolman

our apologies for any  
omissions or errors

to Volunteer call rome fox 
604.264.0499



va n c o u v e r  h o l o c a u s t  e d u c a t i o n  c e n t r e
50 – 950 WEST 41ST AVENUE, VANCOUVER, BC V5z 2N7
604.264.0499 | WWW.VHEC.ORG | INfO@VHEC.ORG

7:30 Pm | wednesdAy APrIl 30, 2008

YOM HASHOAH 2008 | BRUNDIBáR CHILDREN’S OPERA 
chan centre for the Performing arts. 6265 crescent road, uBc

12:00 noon | sundAy mAy 4, 2008

cemetery serVice
Schara tzedeck cemetery

7:30 Pm | wednesdAy June 11, 2008

annual general meeting 
vancouver holocaust education centre

2:15 Pm | sundAy June 22, 2008

i HaVe neVer forgotten you - tHe life & legacy of 
simon WeisentHal - film premiere
norman rothstein theatre, JccGv, 950 West 41st avenue
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vancouver holocaust 
education centre

editor: frieda Miller 

design: Shawna Romain

editor No Longer Alone: Lillian Boraks Nemetz 

copy editing: Rome fox, Talia Mastai

coVer: Still photo of the propaganda film The 
Fuehrer gives the Jews a City. Children singing the 
finale of Brundibár at Theresienstadt, 1942. 

Music score - first page of Viktor Ullman’s song, 
Säersspruch
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